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bxploring growth in vertical interJfirm relationshipsW
pmallJmedium firms supplying multiple food retailers
oichard h. Blundel and Martin h. eingley
Abstract
This paper presents new insights into the growth of small and mediumJsized enterprises EpMbsF
engaged in vertical interJfirm relationships. ft adopts a processual and resourceJbased perspective
and focuses on the experiences of fresh produce businesses which have achieved high rates of
growth while supplying the rh’s large multiple food retailers. The context in which these
suppliers operate is shown to be a complex and dynamic supply chainI characterised by
increasing structural concentration and close vertical linkages. The primary research investigates
how certain pMbs have prospered in an apparently ‘hostile’ environment. ft includes a
programme of matchedJdepth interviewsI conducted across the retailerJsupplier dyad. Content
analysis of transcripts reveals six factors which appear to be strongly associated with the
formation of ‘successful’ relationships. fn subsequent interactionsI securing ‘developmental’
supplier status appears to open the way to a selfJreinforcing cycle of menrosian learning and
reinvestment. This cycle contributes to growth in the supplier firm. The authors argue thatI with
certain crucial caveatsI growthJoriented pMbs can develop mutually beneficial relationships with
much larger ‘customer’ firms. The paper concludes by drawing out wider policy implications and
indicating how this contextualised approach might be used in other contexts.
Managerial and policy implications
 The rh’s food industry supply chain is now dominated by multiple food retailers who are
developing close vertical linkages with their suppliers. At the same timeI traditional channelsI
such as fresh produce wholesale marketsI are in decline.
 These structural changesI together with the inherent characteristics of their  productI have
restricted the strategic options available to growthJoriented suppliers.
 pome smallJmedium suppliers are managing to achieve high rates of growth while engaging
in supply relationships with much larger ‘customer’ firms.
 drowth in supplier firms is stimulated by a combination of factors. Multiple retailers provide
access to progressively larger marketsI transfers of knowledgeJbased resources and strong
incentives for cycles of reinvestment and innovation.
2 oelationships with large retailers are underpinned by the smallJmedium suppliers’ ability to
provideW traceabilityI a greater motivation to collaborateI the absence of competitive threat
andI criticallyI access to sources of innovation and difference.
 The supplier’s ability to generate these benefitsI together with its ability to resolve sporadic
conflictI can foster closer relationships with the larger firm.
 puppliers securing ‘developmental’ supplier status appear to enter a selfJreinforcing cycle of
learning and reinvestment that can foster more rapid rates of growth.
 A ‘defensive’ relationship strategyI designed to minimise an pMb’s perceived dependence
and to guard against asset appropriationI may prove counterJproductive by limiting progress
towards developmental status.
hey wordsW pupply chainI relationshipsI growthI food industryI pMbsI retailers
koteW this lol archive version of the paper does not include figures and tables. The full paper
is available atW httpWLLwww.emeraldinsight.comLjournals.htm?articleid=8TPS92Cshow=abstract
fntroduction
This paper investigates the growth of small and mediumJsized enterprises EpMbsF engaged in
vertical interJfirm relationships.  The last decade has seen a proliferation of research into
localised networks of firmsI and their role in fostering collective learningI competitiveness and
economic growth EBestI N99M; heebleI N998; morterI N998F. bmpirical work has been
accompanied by conceptual developments in areas such as ‘clustering’ EmorterI N998F and the
evolution of industrial districts EmioreI N992F. fssues arising from interJfirm relationships have
attracted attention from various perspectivesI including economic geographyI organisation theory
and strategic management. oecent reviews of the literature have suggested that there is an
emerging common ground between these approaches Ekohria and bcclesI N992; bbersI N999F.
The erosion of traditional disciplinary boundaries is revealing apparent similarities between
spatial networks and other types of interJorganisational relationshipW
‘siewing recent developments in the field of research on interJorganisational networksI it seems
that the traditional dissociation of social network analysisI studies of Emainly bilateralF interJ
organisational relationships from an organisational andLor strategy perspectiveI and research on
industrial districts is slowly eroding.’ bbers EN999W ixF
Contemporary supply chainsI such as those serving the food industryI comprise a complex series
of vertical andI primarilyI bilateral interJfirm relationships. There is evidence that many of these
relationships have extended beyond the transactional to include forms of cooperation and
learning EeogarthJpcott and markinsonI N99P; Brown and eendryI N99T; earlandI N99S; tilsonI
N99S; eughesI N99S; cearneI N998F. crom an pMb perspectiveI it  is  interesting  to  consider
whether supply  chains  provide  smallJmedium  suppliers with contexts for collective learning
and growth approximating to those identified in  spatial networks. To dateI these vertical
relationships have attracted less attention than spatial networks. Their apparent potential as a
Psetting for growthI howeverI raises a number of important questionsW that are the prerequisites
for ‘growthJpromoting’ relationships between smallJmedium suppliers and much larger
‘customer’ firms?  eow do external forces and internal dynamics shape their evolution over
time? More pragmaticallyI can such relationships be considered as a realistic or attractive
strategic option for the managers of a growthJoriented pMb?
pmallJmedium supplierLmultiple retailer relationships
fn a review of the network literatureI kohria and bccles EN992F called for a greater application of
network theory in empirical research. This paper is based on a study conducted in the fresh
produce sectorI with smallJmedium firms supplying the rh’s major food retailers. lver the last
three decadesI the food supply chain has been characterised by processes of increasing
concentration and vertical coordination which have transformed the competitive environmentI
affecting interJfirm relationships at every level EeughesI N994; Traill and mittsI N998; dalizzi and
senturiniI N99SF. eenceI today’s smallJmedium suppliers  are confronted with a food retail
sector that is dominated by a fewI very large companies.N The paper begins by considering the
growth options open  to the managers of these pMbsW  to develop  closer ties with a multiple
retailer or to pursue other routes to market. fn highlighting the formerI it neither rejects nor
underestimates the potential of the alternatives. eoweverI it does contest the orthodox view of
large firms as an unequivocal threat to smaller suppliers EmorterI N98M; eughesI N994; aobson
ConsultingI N999; Competition CommissionI 2MMMF. The paper is concerned primarily with the
growth of supplier firms. fn taking the interJfirm relationship as the unit of analysisI howeverI it
recognises the importance of changes occurring on both sides of the dyad. As a consequenceI
factors affecting large ‘customer’ firms are also consideredI where these have a bearing on their
interaction with smaller suppliers.
Towards a process theory of growth?
Much   of the extensive literature on small firm growth has sought either to isolate discrete and
generic factors predisposing firms  towards high growth Eeg culler et al.I N99S; dallagher  and
MillerI  N99N;  eakimI N989FI or to identify and evaluate barriers to growth Eeg Advisory Council
on pcience  and TechnologyI N99M; Adams and eallI N99PI Bolton oeportI N9TNF. These
objectives have been pursued using a variety of methodologiesI but the most common has been
based upon statistical analysis of aggregated crossJsectional survey data. The important
contributions of this literatureI as well as its apparent limitationsI have been well summarised
elsewhere EptoreyI N994F. ptorey categorises the factors influencing growth under three
intersecting ‘components’W the entrepreneurI the firm and strategyI each of which comprises
several elements Eeg age and motivation of ownerJmanagerI firm size and sectorI marketing
strategyF. ee argues that rapid growth rates in firms have proved to be extremely rare and that
success is difficult to predict at the outsetI resulting in somewhat ineffective policy interventions.
lne explanation for this unpredictability is that the complex pattern of internal and contextual
factors ‘all need to combine appropriately’ for growth to occur EptoreyI N994W N22I emphasis in
originalF. This view is reflected in merren’s E2MMMW P8NF depiction of firm growth as a ‘complex
temporal process of factor interaction’. By conceptualising the growth of firms in this wayI
researchers have raised a fundamental methodological issue. eow can the combination of
factorsI which appears by definition to be unique to each firmI best be studied?  cor exampleI it
would appear that such complexities are lost in the aggregation required by largeJscale surveys.
4Although multivariate analysis allows for a comprehensive assessment of the relative importance
of different elements EBarkham et al.I N99SW  NRFI the manner in which these elements interact is
obscured when they are abstracted from the firm’s unfolding context. The economist bdith
menrose was among the first to argue thatI in order to develop an effective theory of the growth
of firmsI it was essential to replace static ‘black box’ models with a more dynamic and
integrated conceptualisationI recognising that the living firm was a unique ‘bundle of resources’
and entrepreneurial capacityI unfolding over time.
‘fn all of the discussion the emphasis is on the internal resources of the firm and on the
productive services available to a firm from its own resourcesI particularly  the  productive
services available  from  management with  experience within  the firm … As management tries
to make the best use of the resources availableI a truly ‘dynamic’ interacting process occurs
which encourages continuous growth but  limits the rate of growth.’ EmenroseI N9R9W RF
TodayI renewed interest in the seminal insights of menrose EN9R9I N99RFI Alchian EN9RMFI and
aemsetz EN99PF is evident across the convergent fields of evolutionary economics and ‘resourceJ
based’ strategic management EcossI N99T; drantI N99N; ioasbyI N99NF. aynamic and integrative
approaches have enabled researchers to capture firm trajectoriesI explore critical interactionsI
and recreate organisational routines EhogutI N99P; kelson and tinterI N982;   thipp and ClarkI
N98SF. These new perspectives open up interesting conceptual and practical challenges for those
who wish to develop a process theory of firm growth EcreelI N99T; menroseI N99R; merrenI 2MMMF.
By exploring how growth is occurring in a specific context Eie in vertical interJfirm
relationshipsFI this paper aims to make a modest contribution to that task.
oesearch focusW interJfirm relationships in fresh produce
The rh fresh produce  industryI which includes the importing and packing of exotic and outJofJ
season produce by rhJbased firmsI was selected as being a dynamic supply chain with a range
of relational innovations Eeg g. painsbury’s ‘martners in mroduce’I launched in N99RF.
Commentators have interpreted these as demonstrating a  change in retailer philosophyI
whereby   collaborative approaches  replace  confrontationalI  transactionJbased interaction ECBfI
N994;  cearne and eughesI N999F. More specificallyI the authors’ direct experience in this
industry suggested that such relationships were associated with periods of rapid growth by smallJ
medium suppliersI  both in scale and range of activity. bvidence remained anecdotalI howeverI
and their underlying dynamics were largely unexplored Eslosky and tilsonI N99T; eingleyI
N99SF. The research is designedI thereforeI to deepen an understanding of this type of
relationshipI and its potential contribution to the growth of pMbs. ft sets out to probe the
following issuesW
ENF fndustry contextW eow have structural changes in the food industry  contributed to the
emergence  of closer relationships between large retailers and smallJmedium suppliers?
E2F cormation processW that combinations of firmJspecific and contextual factors are
associated with the creation of such relationships?
EPF drowth processW fn what ways does participation in these relationships contribute to the
subsequent growth of the supplier firm?
RThe first research question is approached through a review of recent developments in the food
industry supply chain. This is followed by a summary of the primary researchI which addresses
questions two and three. The discussion and conclusions consider the practical implications and
generalisability of the findingsI and relate them back to the literature.
fndustry contextW a supply chain in transition
The rh’s agricultural and food industry supply chain is summarised in cigure N. fn the last two
decadesI major  structural   changes  have  been driven by the global liberalisation of agricultural
tradeI completion of the pingle buropean MarketI technological innovation and changing
patterns of consumer demand. The scale and pace of restructuring varies between supply chain
levelsI but increased industry concentration and a  higher degree of  vertical coordination are
evident at every levelI from ‘plough’ to ‘plate’ Edallizi and senturiniI N99SF.2 carm inputsI for
exampleI seed and  fertiliserI were  traditionally generated onJfarm or traded through local
markets. By  contrastI today’s inputs industry is  dominated by a few highly capitalised
transnationalsI  presenting formidable barriers to entry. cor exampleI more than SR per cent of
the rh’s  animal feedstuffs market is accounted for by five companies. The largest of theseI
aalgety AgricultureI reported a turnover of  £N.24bn in the year preceding its N998 management
buyJout  EBaxterI N999W   2SF. pimilar concentrations can be found among manufacturers of
pesticides and fertilisers  EpmithI N99PFI where the recent  crossJborder merger of AstraZeneca
and kovartis created pyngenta AdI described asI ‘the world’s first global agribusiness companyW
EZenecaI 2MMMF. cactors  contributing to the dominance of these large firms are likely to vary
between product areas. They includeI howeverW global sourcing of raw materialsI larger customer
businesses Eie increasing farm sizeFI and the level of capital investment required to support
research and  developmentI to  promote branded products and to ensure compliance with new
legislation.
xcigure NW lverview of the rh agriculture and food supply chain]
The  progressive  closing  of  vertical  links  is mainly the result of pressure from  downstream
organisations. Multiple  retailersI acting as ‘channel captains’I are widely  regarded as controlling
the overall direction of the chain ETraill  and  mittsI N998F. oecent actions by Marks  C ppencer
illustrate this process. collowing an exhaustive reviewI the company chose to source all of its
beef from a single familyJrun  processorI pcotbeefI  which in turn coordinates supply from
selectedI qualityassured farms EcearneI N998F. auring  N999I  the company adopted a policy of
excluding genetically modified  ingredients from all of its food products. This  change  has been
passed up the chainI through the sourcing policies of its suppliersI to commodities traders and
seed companiesI for example.
oetailer concentration and vertical links
cor  smallJmedium food suppliersI including those in the fresh produce sectorI the most
significant changes in the supply chain have been the increasing domination of the retail market
by a few large companiesI coupled with their pursuit of upstream links. rnlike food service Eie
cateringFI which is enjoying rapidI  lifestyleJrelated  growthI the rh retail market is largely
staticI with the four largest firms now accounting for 4R per cent of grocery sales ETable NF.
SxTable NW Market shares in the rh grocery sector E% sales valueF]
Traditional small retailersI including greengrocersI have declined dramatically  as  the multiple
retailers developed more competitive inJstore services. fn the five years to  N99PI  the number of
independent food retail outlets fell by R8 per cent Efnstitute of drocery aistribution  EfdaFI
N99RF.EphapleyI N999F. Multiple  retailers have identified fresh produce as a key to attracting
customers. As a consequenceI they have increased sales areas by as much  as  RM per cent since
N994I with  supermarkets offering  more than  PMM product linesI including  many  preJprepared
items and  exotic varieties EeowittI N998F. The  expansion of the rh  multiples is also set  to
continue. fn early N999I the £8bn ApaA  droup   was acquired by £8Sbn rp  retailerI talJ
MartI  raising the prospect  of  more ‘hypermarkets’ Eie  over  RMIMMM squareJfeetJstoresF and a
corresponding increase in product lines.
pmallJmedium suppliers in fresh produce
The fresh  produce  industry  is  complex  and diverseI with many smallJmedium suppliers. The
industry has displayed increased concentrationI yet even its largest firms are dwarfed by the
multiples. A recent industry survey estimated the combined turnover of its five largest firms is
£2.SbnI but most are considerably smaller EeowittI N998F. The same survey identified a total of
SIS2M sATJregistered enterprises. The majority of these Eie 82 per cent of vegetable growers and
S4 per cent of fruit growersF reported annual  turnover of less than £2RMIMMM; many of them are
likely to  be long establishedI with low rates of growth. cor historical  reasonsI most horticultural
production  is located near urban areasI but there is considerable regional specialisation Eeg ‘top’
fruit in hentI bast pussex  and  torcestershireI  brassicas in iincolnshire and kottinghamshireF.
There is a wide variety  of  business  typesI including  cooperativesI corporate subsidiaries  and
independent  family firmsI coupled with strongI productJrelated differences in firm size. cor
exampleI while most of the rh potato crop  originates  from large  holdingsI homeJgrown
strawberries continue to be sourced primarily from small grower networks Eptrak and MorganI
N998F. cirm concentration in rh grocery retailing is still lower than in some buropean countriesI
notably pwedenI where the three largest firms control TR per cent of sales ETraill and mittsI
N998F. drocery totalsI howeverI disguise much higher market shares in certain product categories
ETable 2F. fn the fresh produce sector as a wholeI the rh’s multiple retailers account for T9 per
centI more than £TbnI of retail  sales Ecearne and eughesI N999; MintelI N998F. This compares
with a market share of only P9 per cent one decade earlier.
xTable 2W phare of rh fresh produce sales by retailer typeI N99S E% valueF]
ooutes to market
The  research which follows is based on firms which have engaged in relationships with
multiple retailers. diven  the contextJspecific nature of this studyI howeverI it is important to
consider other routes to market which may be available to the growthJoriented firm.P
kew and traditional channels
lne of the standard strategic  prescriptions for pMbs  seeking growth is to  establishI build and
Tdefend a market niche Eeooley and  paundersI N998F. curthermoreI it might be argued that the
niche firm’s point of difference is best protected by retaining maximum control over
distribution. airect marketing techniquesI supported by technological innovationsI  notably eJ
commerce via the fnternetI offer such routes to growthI effectively byJpassing large firm
intermediaries and selling direct to trade customers or end  consumers ETatumI N999F. pome
regional and speciality products Eeg smoked salmonI wineF have been sold directlyI either to
consumers or to the food service sector. fn both casesI howeverI the perishabilityI low valueJtoJ
weight ratio and seasonality characteristics of fresh produce are likely to prove problematic  Eeg
premium apple  varieties  have  been marketed successfully by mail as  packaged ‘gift’
items; this technique cannotI howeverI be readily extended to potatoes!F. There has been
increasing interest in localised distributionI via organic ‘box’ schemes or ‘farmers’ markets’.
thile many field vegetables are grown widelyI howeverI local markets are unlikely to be a
practical option for regionJspecific productsI such as soft fruitsI unless a new distribution
network  emerges. fn the  meantimeI traditional routes to marketI via wholesale marketsI
independent greengrocers and other outletsI are in rapid decline. By the end of N99SI wholesale
markets accounted for PM per cent of fresh produce distribution by valueI compared with SS per
cent at the beginning of the N98Ms EeowittI N998F. This decline has been attributedI primarilyI to
the superior buying power of the multiplesI which limits access to consistent quality and regular
suppliesI contributing to an erosion of wholesalers’ margins EeughesI N99S; eowittI N998F.
oelationships with the multiples
cor  the smallJmedium supplierI forming relationships with a multiple retailer represents an
alternative to the pursuit of new and traditional channels. The opportunity to pursue this route
can be interpreted as a consequence of the structural changes outlined above. fn particularI the
increased vertical coordination that is achieved can be interpreted in transaction cost termsI as a
strategy to reduce costs throughout the supply chain. fts accelerated introduction in the rh also
can be seen as a more specificI and largely  retailerJinspiredI response to the ‘due diligence’
requirements of the cood pafety Act N99M EtilsonI N99S; tilliamsonI N9TRF. The inherent
uncertainties  of  fresh  produce  supply  Eie weatherI diseaseI perishabilityF and public sensitivJ
ities aroused by recent foodJrelated controversies Eeg BpbI  iisteriaI genetic  modificationF have
encouraged closer links throughout the chain. cor fresh produce suppliersI increased vertical
coordination has meant moving from intermittentI marketJbased contact with primary or
secondary wholesalersI to close and continuous  contact with retail firm buyers and technical
staff. The advantages of these interactions for the smallJmedium supplier are presented most
strongly in the relationship marketing literatureI which makes frequent Eperhaps overly
optimisticF use of the marriage analogy to indicate how close and mutually beneficial partnerJ
ships can be achieved between suppliers and customer firms EeakanssonI N982;  dummersonI
N98T; dronroosI N99MI N994; MillmanI N99PF. Critics have questioned the extent to which
customerJsupplier relationships can ever lead to genuine ‘partnership’I whatever the surface
rhetoric Epinclair et al.I N99SF. This sceptical view of supply chain relationships is also found
among food industry specialists. eughes EN994W PSFI for exampleI concludes that differences
in firm size are bound to distort bargaining activityW
‘xburopean   food]  retailers  declare  that  their alliances can benefit manufacturers . . . eoweverI
it   seems  obvious  that  only  larger   food companies will be able to negotiate on reasonably
8equal terms with such massive concerns.’
A contrasting view emerged from research conducted in manufacturing supply chainsI where it
appeared that ‘trusting partnerships’ could be built in relationships of unequals EhumarI N99SF.
The author acknowledgedI howeverI that the onus is on the powerful party to treat its weaker
partner fairly.
The emerging context for smallJmedium suppliers
fn conclusionI this brief review of developments in the food supply chain has highlighted a
number of changes  which may have implications for  the growth of smallJmedium fresh produce
suppliers. The  major  multiple food retailers have taken a central coordinating roleI  accounting
for a high and increasing proportion of fresh produce sales. curthermoreI they have actively
sought closer relationships with certain  suppliers. lther routes  to market are availableI but for
various reasons these may not be suitable for the growthJoriented supplier. A conventional
interpretation of these developments  locates smallJmedium suppliers in  an apparently hostile
competitive environment. fn the ‘structureJconductJperformance’ modelI  and  its strategyJ
related  modificationI  the  large  retailer would appear to be capable of exercising considerable
buyer power EmorterI N98M; pcherer and oossI N99MF. The recent rh Competition Commission
inquiry into the power exercised by supermarkets noted thatI ‘There appeared to us to be a
climate of  apprehension among many suppliers in  their relationship with the main parties’. ft
also suggests that buyer power is exercised through  practices that are harmful to suppliersW
‘These practicesI when carried on by any of the major buyersI adversely affect the
competitiveness of some of their suppliers with the result that the  suppliers are likely to invest
less and spend less on new product  development and innovationI leading to  lower quality and
less consumer  choice’ ECompetition Commission 2MMMW 4F
The evidence is inconclusive. cor exampleI a recent buropean Commission study into buyer
power in four countries Eincluding the rhF asserts that sizeJrelated effects can harm smaller
firmsI but acknowledges that few instances have been identifiedW
‘There is a clear difference between buyer power when exercised against small manufacturers as
opposed to large multinational manufacturers. fn the former caseI even when exercised by groups
with no retail seller powerI buyer power may have adverse effects on the food producers J at
worst threatening their survivalI andI at leastI constraining their capacity for independent
decisionJmaking with respect toI for exampleI product variety and innovation. eaving said thisI
we found little specific evidence of harms to small producers in practice …’ Eaobson
ConsultingI N999W NSMI emphasis addedF
The research which follows is concerned with smallJmedium suppliers engaging in relationships
with large multiple retailers. ft does not seek to resolve the question of buyer power. By
reporting the experience of businesses which have taken this routeI howeverI it provides some
explanation of why the ‘specific evidence of harms to small producers’I referred to in  the
aobson  Consulting reportI is so difficult to find.
9oesearch design
Method adopted
The research method adopted for this study was inductive and qualitative. The approach was
based on the research aimsI which were to gain a deeper understanding of the processes
underlying interJfirm  relationships.  fts exploratory nature reflects the fact thatI to dateI there has
been a lack of systematic research on specific activities  comprising interJfirm relationships
EbbersI  N999FI including those that form within supply chains Eslosky and tilsonI N99TF. A
multiJcaseI multiJsite approach was employed to allow for increased generalisability within the
study’s industrial context  and to achieve reasonable assurance of construct validity and
reliability EMiles and eubermanI N994;  aeyI N99P; vinI N994F. fn additionI each interview was
‘matched’ across the dyadI so that the responses of each supplier firm could be compared against
those of its customer. collowing an initial phase of desk researchI exploratory  interviews were
conducted with managers at two supplier firms and one retailer. This enabled the researchers to
formulate the main interview schedules and to refine the sampling procedure. The pilot study
confirmed the value of a qualitative interview  approach in  its  revealing depth of response. ft
also highlighted additional issues for the main studyI which were incorporated into the interview
schedules. Two semiJstructured inJdepth interview schedules were developed; one for the retailer
and one for the supplier firms. These schedules were used to conduct onJsite interviews with
both strategic and operational level managers in each firm EAppendix NF.
pample selection
auring the main studyI a total of PR semiJstructured inJdepth interviews were conducted with
both strategic and operational level  managers at seven of the largest rh multiple retailersI and
at ten fresh produce firms Ecigure 2F. The supplier sample covered a wide range of fresh  produce
linesI with firms  located  across  bngland and tales. The companies taking  part in this study
were selected through a variation on the conventional ‘snowball’ sampling  technique   EmattonI
N98TF Ecigure PF. peven multiple food retail companies in the rh were contactedI and all agreed
to take part in the study. penior managers from each retail company were interviewed. These
managers each provided the names of personal contacts at two of their supplier firms. This list
was reviewed and a judgment sample of supplier firms was identifiedI which  reflected  the
principal  variations between suppliers in this industryI in terms of scale of operationsI locationI
ethosI organisational structure and product area. cor exampleI two coJoperatives were includedI
as were three specialist firmsI an organic produce importerI a mushroom grower and a glasshouse
salads grower. Two of the supplier firms in the matched sample were supplying more than one of
the retailersI and in one case a supplier’s  strategic  and  operational  roles  were combined in one
individual. lperational managers on the retail side are taking an increasingly multifunctional
roleI as ‘category’ managers for particular product areas. At three of the seven retailersI howeverI
interviews were conducted with an additional operational manager Eeg a buyer and a technical
managerFI providing a more rounded view.  The  matching of  respondents across the  dyad
allowed  for  the  crossJreferencing of  responses from individual suppliers and their respective
customersI so that patterning could be explored. This purposive sampling method provided a
level of variation and comparability in the source material that is generally considered
appropriate to multiple case analysis EmattonI N98T; Miles  and eubermanIN994F.
NM
cigure 2W Analysis of matched relational dyads. bxplanatory noteW Black boxes indicate the NP
supplierJretailer dyads investigated Eeg pupplier N=‘pN’ and oetailer 2=‘o2’F. kumbers in italics
provide a breakdown of the PR interviews conducted with strategic E=‘st’F and operational
E=‘op’F managers in each participating organisation EkB  pupplier N interviewee combined
strategic and operational rolesF.
xcigure PW Matched ‘snowball’ sampling procedure]
fnterviewsW oecording and analysis
bach  interview schedule comprised PP questionsI most of which were ‘open’. auring the
interviewsI respondents were encouraged to cite  examplesI supporting their statementsI and to
express personal opinions as well as ‘corporate’ views. The interviewer was a  subjectJspecialistI
with  direct experience of the industry but no  current  commercial involvement. This enabled
him to achieve a reasonable level of trust and rapport with both retailers and suppliers.
oespondents were asked to express attitudesI  perceptions and opinions with regard to the nature
of business relationships and with specific reference to their dyadic relationship with named
suppliers or retailers. fnterview data were collected using an in vivo approachI in which
description is expressed by respondentsI ‘in their own terms’ EptraussI N98TF. fnterviews were
tape recorded  and  subsequently  transcribed  in  full. Content analysis was used to identify
important examplesI themes and  patterns in the data. The themes developed in the paper were
developed from etic issuesI that isI those emerging ‘from the outside’ in the course of the
interviewsI rather than being framed by initial research propositions EaeyI N99P;    mattonI N98TF.
Two  independent coders were used to interpret the transcribed material. fnterpretation was based
on a ‘latent coding’ procedureI sometimes  termed ‘semantic analysis’I which  is  concerned with
the  identification of underlying meanings and patterns in the data. This contrasts with ‘manifest
coding’I which involves researchers in countingI for exampleI the number of times that a
particular word has been used by respondents. More than 2M themes were identified and
subsequently revised during the course  of coding the transcripts. At the end of this processI
several   prominent  themes   emergedI   some  of which form the basis of the present  paper. The
results section of  the paper is structured around these  themes. bach   is illustrated  with
verbatim extracts from the  programme of supplier and retailer  interviews. fn each extractI the
respondent’s managerial level and business activity is statedI but for reasons of commercial
confidentialityI extracts are otherwise anonymous.
oeliability and validity
There are widely divergent views on the extent to which validity and reliability can be
established in qualitative  research.   fn   terms  of ‘consistency through repetition’ EvinI N994FI
some degree of interJcoder reliability was introduced at the analysis stage through the use of
nonJspecialist interJjudge ‘assessors’ who were asked to reJcode data. Construct    validity   was
achievedI   primarilyI through attention to detail in the sampling design and analysis. The
purposive sampling approachensured a mixture of firm types and personnelI at multiple sites.
The  matching  of  personnel and firms across the retailerJsupplier dyad represented a form of
triangulation which helped to show that independent measuresI ‘agree withI or at least do
not contradict’ the analysis EMiles and eubermanI N994F. A  further  triangulation  check
involved feedback to respondents and other specialist audiences. This  procedure  provided some
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assurance that the findings make sense and are  considered ‘plausible’ by those directly involved.
The issue of external validityI or  generalisability beyond the confines of these casesI is
considered in the remaining sections of the paper.
oesults and discussion
All  of the retailers interviewed already  hadI or were moving towardsI a wellJestablished
relational approach in their dealings with fresh produce suppliersI albeit with varying degrees of
enthusiasm on both sides. oetail managers perceived smallJmedium suppliers as having the
potential to deliver certain key benefits that could not be replicated by larger firms. Analysis  of
retailer and supplier responses indicated a number of factorsI relating to the organisations and to
the industry contextI which were seen as most important in the formation of closer relationshipsI
and subsequently in generating growth in supplier firms.
cormation processW six ‘facilitating’ factors
Content analysis of the transcripts revealed a provisional grouping of six factors related to the
formation of  relationships over time. These  factors represent a pattern which was regarded as of
particular importance by the intervieweesI and which is reflected in other interJfirm relationship
studies Eeg iarson and ptarrI N99PF.  These factors are outlined below EkB the prefix ‘c’ refers
to ‘formation’; numerical ordering is for presentational purposes and does not imply relative
importanceF. fn each caseI a brief explanation and interpretation is supported by illustrative
extracts from the interview transcripts.
oetailer and  supplier  responses  suggest  that each of these factors can have a material effect on
the formation  process. fn some casesI their presence appears to be a sufficient incentive for the
retailer to loosen or even to waive the tight operational constraints that are  otherwise placed on
its supplier  base. At the same timeI  retailers are  placing considerable  additional demands on
those smaller firms that are taken on as suppliers. These demands can be interpreted as either
‘nurturing’ or ‘forcing’ the pace at  which growth occurs. As  a  consequenceI large  customer
firms are offering a challenging learning experience for the pMbI tempered by the prospect of
accelerated growth and its consequencesI  both  positive and negative. ft would seem reasonable
to assume that certain factors  have special significance for the fresh  produce sectorI given the
seasonality and perishability characteristics discussed previously. A review of the wider
literatureI howeverI suggests that most of the factors areI perhaps to varying degreesI applicable
across  other  contemporary supply chains EearlandI N99S; pinclair   et al.I N99S; bbersI N999F.
EcNF detting closer to source
The logic behind closer supply chain coordination relates to the multiple retailers’ demand for
continuous consistent quality ECCnFI bolstered by the legislative pressures enshrined in the cood
pafety Act N99M.  fn additionI successive ‘food scares’ and increased affluence have combined to
increase consumer awarenessI creating a climate where effective ‘due diligence’ is of paramount
importance. As a consequenceI retailers attach value to closer relationships as providing
enhanced product quality assuranceI plus the  ability to trace products direct to source.
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EcNaF ‘There is certainly a much greater interest on the part of our major customers now in our
methods of farmingI traceability of our products … beyond the issues that used to be importantI
like packhouse facilities and the quality of the product.’ Eptrategic  managerI supplier SI field
vegetables and saladsF
fn this contextI smaller suppliers are perceived by retailers as  offering an intimacy and
immediacy that is often lacking in large firms. This is indicated by the retailers’ experience of
byJpassing marketing intermediaries at a strategic levelI and the importance attached  to direct
and personal contact with suppliers at an operational level.
EcNbF ‘vou have seen a change in the industry over the last three yearsI from marketing bodies
that usedI for the want of better words ‘‘middle men’’I to a dramatic change where suppliers are
selling virtually direct to retailers. They are now communicating   direct   . . .   planning   their
programmes  and   everything else.’ Epenior managerI retailer TF
EcNcF ‘f think xsupplier type] does  affect the relationship in the sense that it is how close you get
to the people who are making the decisions. f think this is the key thingI with xnames small
supplier]  you  know who   is  making  the decisionsI it  is ‘‘gohn’’ and  xhis  daughter]
‘‘gane’’.’ Elperational managerI retailer TF
Ec2F dreater motivation to collaborate
pmaller suppliers appear to offer retailers a greater ‘appetite’ for collaborative work. bxamples
given include the development of new products and joint sales promotions.  This  perception is
particularly strong at the operational levelI where the buyer or merchandiser is  under
considerable  pressure to ‘deliver’ innovative and profitable new linesW
Ec2aF ‘f have some growers that are familyJrunI and  you  have   greater  contact  with  the
managing  director or xpackhouse] director . . . but the will and the wish to move forward and
strive together is that much greater than with some of the  bigger packers who  resembleI f
supposeI a ‘‘plc’’.’ Epenior buyerI retailer RF
Ec2bF ‘My business is majority xretailer P] in this factoryI probably into the ‘‘9M per cents’’. The
rest of the business is with xretailer P] suppliers. ff f were to supply xretailer R]  out  of  this
factoryI that would  be  a mega issue. Their xretailer P’s]   investment is keeping this factory
going. This factory is dedicated to xretailer P].’ Epenior managerI supplier 2I prepared vegetables
and saladsF
EcPF Absence of competitive threat
As  the ‘Cola  tars’ of the midJN99Ms  demonstratedI retailers  often  perceive  large  branded
goods manufacturers as  competitors.  fncreasing concentration on both sides of the dyad seems
to indicate that this ‘battle of the giants’ will continue. The  interview evidence  suggests thatI in
contrastI retailers’ relationships with smaller suppliers are rather more  supportiveI if somewhat
paternalistic. puch relationships may also be intepreted as a defensive tactic on the part of the
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retailer. This   defensive  response  to   a   perceived competitive threat is illustrated by retailers’
desire for exclusivity of supply.  iarger suppliers are likely to have wellJdeveloped  relationships
with other multiple retailers. This raises two major concerns for the retail manager. cirstI there
may be problems in securing the ‘best’ output from the supplier. EThis is a particular concern
when product quality or continuity of supply is affectedI by adverse weather conditionsI  for
example.F pecondlyI there may be a leakage of intellectual propertyI such   as   novel   product
concepts  or manufacturing  technologiesI which  have  been developed  in  conjunction  with
the   supplier. eenceI exclusive supply by a smaller firm may offer some assurance to retailersI
that ‘their’ innovation is shielded from rival firms.
EcPbF ‘There has been a development whereby retailers   have   actually    encouraged   small
producers that they believe they can have some exclusivity from. Certainly in xretailer 4’s] caseI
they are nurturing some smaller people who they feel can do a good jobI but will give them
perhaps the highest priority.’ Epenior managerI supplier SI field vegetables and saladsF
EcPcF ‘There is always this thing in the back of your  mind  thatI if you  are  not  getting  a
productI are xretailer 2 or R] getting it?’ Elperational managerI retailer 4F
Ec4F pource of innovation and differentiation
Ec4aF ‘te have steered ourselves to  advising different xvegetable] varieties for xretailer R] . . .
te are recognising  xretailer R’s]  interests in providing a wide range of food tastes . . . My view
is that we must always be innovative to maintain our position as  a  senior xretailer R] supplierI
and in the  longJterm to become a bigger supplier . . . te must be able to go to them and sayW
‘‘eave you looked at this? . . . f am a bit concerned that one of your competitors is developing
suchJandJsuch … we have got an answer to that’’. ‘ EManaging directorI supplier
PI field vegetables and saladsF
lf courseI the longJterm viability of these supplierJgenerated innovations will vary. aespite test
marketingI consumer response remains difficult to predict. oetailer statements and actionsI
howeverI demonstrate the  perceived importance of  such initiatives. cor exampleI the smallI
familyJowned supplier referred to in the following response was able to secure jointJbranding
with the retailerI a rare concession in this product categoryW
Ec4bF  xpupplier 9]   will do  researchI consumer listening groupsI they will actually go out to
stores  and  speak  to  customers and  produce managers. po it  was  on the back of that we
developed  the xpackaging] with the supplier’s ‘phone number on it . . . The packaging changes
were driven by xsupplier 9].’ Epenior managerI retailer TF
mroduct innovations often require novel processes. The next example illustrates the way that
technical and merchandising aspects can be dealt with collaborativelyI to the benefit of both
retailer and supplier. As  in all the companies  researchedI the supplier’s financial commitment
was not  underwritten by the retailerI the work being undertaken on the basis of mutual  trustI
developed over a number of yearsW
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Ec4cF ‘te  were  looking  at  xan  innovative vegetable  product]. te  experimented with itI and
it sold reasonably wellI but it was from a small  piece  of ‘‘eeath  oobinson’’ type  of
machineryI which didn’t really work very well if the quality was a bit dubious . . . po we set up  a
xjoint]  working  party  and  went  off around  burope    looking  at  machinery. te agreed with
xsupplier 2]  what this product line would sell xand] what we thought they could invest . . . They
have invested money on the basis that we are launching this range and we have the confidence
that it will  sell.’ Epenior buyerI retailer PF
EcRF Capacity for investment and growth
EcRaF ‘te try to be objective and it’s ‘‘horses for courses’’. te judge a  company on its merits.
This criday we will be sitting down at . . . with three small  cooperatives.  The agenda may be
smaller but the principle is the same. TheyI for usI are as important  as  a big company is.’
ETrading directorI retailer NF
EcRbF ‘The  top  2M  suppliers  to  xretailer  P] account for TM% of our turnover. po if you are a
top 2M supplierI you will have a relationship with this company which is very special. And
therefore we would play a major part in formulating their plans; they  would play a pretty major
part in  formulating ours . . .’ Epenior managerI retailer PF
As extract Ec4cF  suggestsI innovations often require significant  capital  investment  by  the
supplierI including the introduction of new processing and information  technologies. collowing
a successful ‘trial’ periodI suppliers are  expected to take the initiativeI increasing  throughput
and broadening product ranges. pubsequent growth can be explosiveI demonstrating a capacity
for firms in such relationships to develop beyond  previously perceived limits EmenroseI N9R9FW
EcRcF ‘auring the last five yearsI the business has expanded by 2R per cent a yearI from fairly
low beginnings  â€” ten times the turnover in ten yearsI but it has all happened  in the last five
years . . . you have to recognise that all of the extension and development has to come from
existing supermarkets . . . TM per  cent of our business is with xretailers  P  and R].’ Epenior
managerI supplier TI prepared saladsF
There is a counterJargumentI howeverI recognised by both the retailer and supplier interviewees.
This suggests that suppliers can become too largeI resulting in disadvantages on both sides. ln
the supplier sideI ownerJmanagers’ fear of losing control and independence is a generic obstacleI
well established in the literature EptoreyI  N994W  N4SF.  eoweverI retailers may also represent an
obstacle to  growthI  beyond a certain  point. ff suppliers themselves grow into large firmsI it
appears that retailers perceive them as lacking some of the beneficial characteristics outlined
under the six ‘facilitating’ factorsW
EcRdF ‘meople like us will get bigger and bigger. But there is a maximum size; if you go beyond
itI you  have  got   problems.’ Elperational managerI supplier 8I glasshouse saladsF
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EcReF ‘te don’t have a partnership supplier who is huge. Because we are moving so quicklyI it
would be frustrating to go through four or five layers  of  management  to  get  slagged  off.’
ECategory managerI retailer TF
EcSF oesolving sporadic conflict
EdNaF ‘xThere is sometimes] war at the coalface but all sorts of harmony and great discussions at
the pithead . . .’ ElwnerJmanagerI  supplier 8I glasshouse saladsF
crom  the retailer perspectiveI the most common reason for a temporary breakdown in
relationships is failure to meet qualityI priceI availabilityI exclusivity  and service  parameters.
puppliers  describe similar ‘flashpoints’. The retailer side of the dyad commonly differentiates
resolvable from unresolvable conflict on the basis of what is amenable to negotiation. ff
uncheckedI resolvable ‘performance’ issues can quickly escalate into unresolvable crises.
ClearlyI performance and ‘people’ problems are closely intertwinedI with both parties tending to
personalise their differencesW
EdNbF ‘that we really have problems with are if there are differences of attitudeI or if we don’t
think they are committed to what we are doing. Those  are the bad  onesI the others you can
patch  up and get back on the  rails.’ EBuyerI retailer PF
EdNcF ‘xfn N99S] we were on the point of giving up on xretailer T]  completely.  puddenly  they
understood that we were in that situation. The buyer backed off and we were able to  have some
very good discussions with them. That is as near as we have come to a crisis.’ Elperational
managerI supplier 9I mushroomsF
fn terms of eardy’s EN99SF analysisI it appears that both  parties are mobilising power in its
various forms Eie resourcesI processes and meaningF. cor exampleI the retailer has  the  ultimate
‘resource’ sanction of being able to ‘hire and fire’ suppliers. The supplier’s valued expertiseI
howeverI in terms of  consistent product qualityI  continuous supply and innovationI may
generate a form of resource dependency on the part of the retailer of a kind previously identified
in fields involving high technology EBloisI N99SW PP2F. The interview evidence suggests a critical
dual role played by the parties’ shared attitudes and substantive commitments of this kind. then
presentI they contribute directly to conflict  resolution. Their  absenceI  howeverI leads to an
escalation of the conflict and the increased likelihood of breakdown or downgrading of the
supplier. The interview evidence thus points to an important connection between quality of
interaction   and   relationship   type.   EThe dynamics of this link are considered in more detail in
the ‘drowth  mrocess’ section below.F
crom formation to growth?
fn combinationI these six factors EcNW getting closer to source; c2W greater motivation to
collaborate; cPW absence of competitive threat; c4W source of innovation and differentiation; cRW
capacity for investment and growth; cSW resolving sporadic conflictF are regarded by the
interviewees as playing a key role in enabling small–medium firms to form relationships with
multiple food retailers. By matching interviews across the retailer–supplier dyadI it is possible to
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see how each factor represents both the capabilities required of smallJmedium suppliers and the
logistical and marketing needs of their retailer ‘customers’. curthermoreI these factors seem to
have a cumulative effect over timeI drawing the parties into a closer relationship. This finding is
reflected in the relationship marketing literature EdronroosI N994; dummersonI N98TFI and in
entrepreneurial network studies EAldrichI N999; bbersI N999; iarsonI N992F. The importance that
retailers have attached to this combination of factors can be related back to contextual changes in
this supply chainI described previously Eie oligopolistic competition between large retail firms in
a fairly static food retail marketFI where rationalising pressures areI to some extentI offset by the
marketJdriven demand for enhanced product  qualityI   traceabilityI innovation   and range. The
paper contends thatI in order to provide a contextualised explanation of the growth of supplier
firmsI it is necessary to embrace the processes  which have encouraged the formation of closer
vertical relationshipsI and those which have enabled certain suppliers to respond to this emerging
‘productive opportunity’ EmenroseI  N9R9F. The next section is also based on a content analysis of
the matched inJdepth interview transcripts. ft introduces two additional process factors and
discusses how their interaction affects the ongoing relationshipsI contributing to the growth of
the smallJmedium supplier.
drowth processW transition and learning
The interview evidence suggests thatI as vertical relationships  evolveI the six ‘facilitating’
factors continue to play an important sustaining role. lf theseI the requirement for innovation
and reinvestment on the part of the supplier would appear to have the most direct and obvious
implications for firm growth. Two additional process issuesI emerging from the analysisI
howeverI are regarded as fundamental to the ongoing relationship  and its role in encouraging
growth in the supplier firmW lneI  that relationships  are subject to customerJdetermined
typologiesI which set the pattern for subsequent interaction; twoI that transition to an enhanced
relationship type leads to the generation of new knowledge and  perceptions across the dyad.
These issues have been identified in previous studies  of  supply  chains  and  spatial  networks
EdummersonI N98T; earlandI N99S; heebleI N998F. iess attention has been paid to their
implication for the growth of firmsI however. curthermoreI this research study asserts that it is in
the process of negotiating a way through these issuesI that supplier firms generate the capabilities
that cause them to experience rapid growth EmenroseI N9R9F. This menrosian interpretation directs
attention towards the linkages between all of the factors  discussed. eenceI although clarity
requires that the ‘growth’ factors are identified separately here Eie with a ‘d’ prefixFI their
contribution to the growth process needs to be  viewed  in conjunction with the six
‘formation’ factors described in the previous section.
EdNF TransitionW pecuring ‘developmental’ status
The nature and outcome of a relationship is largely determined by the way that retailers
categorise suppliers. Terminology varies between firmsI but three distinct supplier categories are
described by the respondentsI and movement between categories is subject to similar
contingenciesI outlined below. This categorisation appears to be consistent with research into
other supply chains Eculler et al.I N99S; earlandI N99S; slosky and tilsonI N99TFW
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ENF Transactional or marginalised suppliersW cirms that either rejectI or are rejected fromI the
relational sourcing schemes of major retailers. As a result they are only used on an ad hoc
basisI with little or no longJterm commitment from either party. bstablished suppliers may
also become marginalisedI following changes on either side of the dyad.P
E2F aevelopmental or embryonic suppliersW TypicallyI new or smaller firmsI often operating in
specialisedI complex or uniquely attractive marketsI in which retailers are prepared to invest
additional effort in order to secure a productive longJterm relationship.
EPF mreferred or key suppliersW bstablished firms which have traded with a retailer over many
years. They may also act as ‘firstJtier’ suppliersI coordinating a network of smaller
‘secondJtier’ suppliers. puch ‘hub and spoke’ activity may lead to selective acquisition of
secondJtier firms.
lwing to the nature of this studyI most of the suppliers interviewed were identified as having
embryonic or developmental status. oetailer and supplier firm managers recognised that such
categorisation has a profound impact on subsequent interactions. cor exampleI one buyer
reported how the status of certain suppliers can change over timeW
EdNaF ‘xThese suppliers] start off as ‘‘core’’I and then move into ‘‘developmental’’I those that
we want to develop relationships with . . . and then into ‘‘super suppliers’’.’ EBuyerI retailer TF
aiscussions with developmental suppliers  were characterised by one retailer asI ‘frank’I ‘very
open and honest’I with ‘a greaterI more frequent contact’ and a tendency to focus on strategic
rather than operational issues. bnhanced status was signified to  suppliers  through   readily
identifiable changes in approach. cor exampleI many retailers engaged in less routinised
checking; some granted major promotional concessionsI such as the joint branding of products
Eie rather than the anonymity of the  retailer’s ‘own label’F.  aevelopmental suppliers were also
aware of less tangibleI but strategically importantI attitudinal differences that followed the
change in statusW
EdNbF ‘te have been appointed their xoetailer T’s] developmental supplier; they obviously like
us.’ Epenior managerI supplier 9I mushroomsF
The main implication for  smallJmedium  food manufacturers and processors is that the initial
key to growth in these relationships is to focus attention  on securing the status of a
‘developmental’ supplier.  ft is this category of relationship that appears to provide the
knowledge transferI progressive market access and incentivisation that supports pMbs  on a high
growth  rate trajectory. aevelopmental status may subsequently be formalisedI whereby a firm is
designated a ‘preferred’ supplier for a given product or category. fn terms of firm growthI
howeverI the critical transition is from transactional to developmental supplier. The route to
developmental status varies according to product category and to the  respective philosophies of
retailer and supplier. oesearch into network formationI howeverI has suggested that certain
individuals can act as ‘catalysts’ EbbersIN999F. fn the vertical relationships discussed hereI
retail buyers and technologists are often seen as playing this catalytic role. The personal qualities
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of particular buyers can influence relationships profoundly. cor suppliersI it is the nature of their
interactions with retailersI rather than the current size of their firmI that proves decisive in
developing relationships.
Ed2F iearningW Acquiring new knowledge and broader horizons
The   power  exercised by  larger firms   can undoubtedly lead to an inequitable distribution of
the returns generated by ‘value added’ EeardyI N99SF.  ft is  also  clearI  howeverI that  smallJ
medium firms can benefit from  exposure  to a large and demanding retail customer. These
relationships appear to ‘broaden the horizons’ of the supplierI exposing them to new ways of
thinking and acting. triting in a single firm contextI menrose EN9R9F recognised how both
explicit and tacit knowledge in her  termsI ‘objective knowledge’ and ‘experience’I develop
together over time as new managers are  introduced into the organisationI a process she termed
the ‘receding managerial limit’W
‘The experience gained is not only of the kind … which enables a collection of individuals to
become a working unitI but also of a kind which develops an increasing knowledge of the
possibilities for action and the ways in which action can be taken by the group itselfI that isI
by the firm. This increase in knowledge not only causes the productive opportunity of a
firm to change in ways unrelated to changes in the environmentI but also contributes to the
‘‘uniqueness’’ of the opportunity of each individual firm.’ EmenroseI N9R9W R2–RPF
This  research suggests that a process  consistent with menrose’s ‘receding managerial limit’I
may be occurring in developmental supply relationships. ft is clearI for exampleI  that suppliers’
perspectives on the growth of their firms can change dramatically as the new demands of
developmental status are experienced and incorporatedI echoing creel’s EN998F finding on
attitudinal changes in postJstartJup firmsW
Ed2aF ‘then xretailer T]  became a  customer hereI initially the thing  grew at a very rapid rate.
te came up here with PS   people and within  three  months  we  had  N8M.   They guaranteed us
a  minimum of  RMM  pallets a week and last year we averaged 2I8MM. That is how  it  grew.’
Epenior  managerI supplier RI ‘top fruits’F
A strikingly similar collective learning dynamic is also evident in recent work on regional firm
clusters EAldrichI N999; heebleI N998FI with geographic proximity substituting for closer vertical
linkages EbbersI N999F. The evidence collected in the fresh produce supply chain suggests that
developmental suppliers areI in effectI ‘learning’ from their large retailer  customersI both
directlyI by  acquiring knowledge Eeg market intelligenceI technical specificationsI improved
logisticsF and  indirectlyI as their responses to the challenges of innovation and reinvestment
generate new demands and a further cycle of activity and experience. This learning and
reinvestment both supportsI and is supported byI the supplier status transitionsI enlarging what
menrose termed their ‘productive opportunity’. cor better or worseI it is this recursive interaction
which contributes to the rapid growth of favoured supplier firms.4
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Conclusions and recommendations
This  paper  has  explored  the  growth  process through  the  experiences  of  pMbs  which  are
engaged in supply relationships with multiple food retailers. ft has related the prevalence of these
relationships to changes in their industrial contextI and has challenged the view that they are
necessarily harmful  to the smallJmedium supplier  Eaobson ConsultingI N999F. The primary
research findings highlighted six ‘facilitating’ factors in the formation of relationships. The
related discussion has indicated why large retailers need smallJmedium fresh produce suppliers.
ft has also considered how suppliers can overcome the challenges posed by these factors. Two
additional factors have been identified as contributing to the subsequent growth of supplier firms.
The first of these is transition to an enhanced or ‘developmental’ supplier status. The paper
supports the viewI found elsewhere in the supply chain literatureI that this transition is of critical
importance in securing a more equitable and mutually beneficial relationship. ft has also pointed
outI howeverI that such transitions are the result of a secondI closely related process of
‘learning’I where the supplier’s  knowledge  and   business  horizons  are expanded. pmaller
firms that are successfully negotiating the challenges of today’s food retail supply chain appear
to deploy their resources and interact in ways that are both distinctive and valued by their
retailer customers.  At  the same timeI they undergo a process of change which involves their
supplier status Eie transitions from purely transactional to ‘developmental’ and perhaps to
‘preferred’ supplierFI but also their knowledge and attitudes. ft is these complex interactions
between internal and contextual factors that can lead to a selfJreinforcing cycle of menrosian
learning and reinvestment.
At the outsetI it  was  noted  that  previous attempts to predict high  rates of growth have proved
disappointing EptoreyI N994F. lne plausible explanation is thatI in seeking to isolate generic and
immutable  characteristicsI there  has been a tendency for researchers to obscure or underplay the
idiosyncraticI changeable and interacting factors which lead to the growth of firms. mrocessJ
based  approaches to growth can contribute to resolving this problem. There is still considerable
work to be  doneI howeverI in  constructing a workable model that can address multiple levels of
analysis EmerrenI 2MMMF.
molicy implications and research issues
There are a number of policy implications and issues which merit further research. The processes
described in this paper appear to have strong parallels in other supply chains. eenceI there needs
to be an increased recognition by the support and advisory community of this form of interJ
organisational relationship as a potential route to growth. The six facilitating factors offer a
provisional framework  for assessing the potential of firms to engage successfully in such
relationships. ft is evidentI howeverI that developments in the broader industrial context also
need careful consideration. More specificallyI smallJmedium suppliers need to evaluate the
potential of alternative and emerging routes to market. The  managers of these firms should also
consider whether they are likely to offer ‘customer’ firms benefits that can be sustained and
enhanced through a closer supply relationshipI bearing in mind the transformative  effects  that
such a relationship is likely to have on their own ‘bundle of resources’ EmenroseI N9R9F. The
research has indicated that progression beyond the formation stage is underscored by a number
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of critical resourceI managerial  capability and communication issues. These may also offer
scope for interventionI in  the form of  focused training and developmentI initiated  by external
agencies orI perhaps  more  effectivelyI by  large ‘customer’ firms. The rh food industry’s
recent ‘pmall cood mroducers pupport  fnitiative’ provides a useful model which encourages the
transfer of expertise between large and small firms. These exchangesI howeverI are not based on
existing supply relationships between the  participants.  fnsteadI the large firm is recruited  as a
temporary ‘mentor’ EfdaI  N999bF. thile endorsing such initiatives in principleI it is important
to caution managers and advisers against an  overly mechanistic and ‘biddable’ view of a firm’s
resources and capabilities EpcarboroughI N998F. The uniqueness and inimitability of certain
smallJmedium suppliersI which contributes to their attractiveness EBarneyI N99NF is to a large
degree the product of tacit and socially embedded knowledge. These same characteristics place
severe limitations on managerial intervention and manipulation. eenceI while it may be
relatively straightforward to identify what is needed to achieve ‘developmental’ supplier statusI
getting there is more problematic.
crom a research perspectiveI the study has investigated the growth of firms in a relatively
unexplored contextI the vertical interJfirm relationship. ft has also indicated the potential of a
processual and resourceJbased approach to growth. This supports the argumentI presented in the
opening sectionI that richer  explanations can  be  obtained when discrete and static analysis of
the firmI the entrepreneur and  strategy  are replaced by more integrated  and dynamic
conceptualisations.  Concepts such as the ‘receding managerial limit’ EmenroseI N9R9F offer
researchers ways of dealing with the complexity that these approaches entail. ft is hoped thatI in
future studiesI it will be possible to test the generalisability of the process characteristics
outlined in this paperI to pMbs  engaged in other contemporary supply  chainsI and also to
extend the scope of the analysis so that it embraces more complex network relationships.4 A
workingI dynamic model of firm growth is still far offI but it is possible to map out a more
promising path in that direction.
kotes
N. The paper focuses on relationships between small–medium supplier firmsI defined in terms
of employee numbersI financial and independence criteria Eie the N99S buropean Commission
definitionI where ‘small’ equates to between NN and RM employees and ‘medium’ to between RN
and 2RMFI and the seven largest rh multiple food retailers Eie TescoI painsburyI AsdaI pafewayI
pomerfieldI Marks C ppencerI taitroseFI which satisfy ‘large’ firm criteria and employ many
thousands of staff in the rh. The wellJrehearsed and largely insoluble problems of defining firm
size Eeg menroseI N9R9; ptoreyI N994F do not detract from the clear size differences between these
retailer and supplier firms.
2. The opening section of this paper illustrates recent changes in the structure of the rh agrifood
industry using simple concentration ratiosI based on market share Eeg Co4W value terms share of
the four largest firms in the sectorF. A more formal structural analysis of the industry is given by
bnnew and Macaonald Ein ptrak and MorganI N99RF. The paper contends that the developments
in the sourcing activities of large rh food retailersI along with other contextual factorsI have
contributed to the rapid growth of certain small–medium food suppliers. This does not imply a
direct causal relationship between industry concentration and firm growth.
2N
P. The focus of this paper is justified by the socioeconomic impact of ‘successful’ supply
relationshipsI including their implications for employment. The dynamics of failed vertical
relationships and the trajectories of firms pursuing alternative strategies are also worthy of
further study.
4. lne important critique of this argument is that preferred suppliers grow Ein effectF
‘automatically’I as large firms rationalise their supply base. puch rationalisation certainly
increases the productive opportunity open to the surviving firmsI but in order to explain their
ability to exploit that opportunityI the authors argue that it is necessary to revert to a processJ
based analysis of supplier firms’ resource base.
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Appendix NW fnterview pchedules
There are two versions of the interview scheduleI for the supplier and retailer firms. The
questions are similarI to enable comparison across the dyadI and represent part of a wider study
of supply chain relationships.  lwing to space limitationsI the retailer schedule only is
reproduced below. curther details are available from the authors.
ENF aescribeI brieflyI the responsibilities and reporting structure relating to your position within your organisation
and the fresh produce function.
E2F aescribe  the internal relationships  between strategic and operational managers.
EPF aescribe   the  pattern  of  communicationsI contact and meetings that you have withW EaF
established suppliersI and EbF new or developing supplier relationships. pupplier exampleEsF?
E4F that is discussed?
ERF eow  is communication normally  initiated withW EaF established suppliersI and EbF new or developing supplier
relationships?  pupplier exampleEsF?
ESF aescribe  the atmosphere of your  dealings with your supplier contacts. pupplier examplesEsF?
ETF aescribe how relationships typically develop with your suppliers. pupplier exampleEsF.
E8F aescribe what happens if disagreements arise between you and suppliers. pupplier exampleEsF?
E9F aescribe   typical  changes  Eto  product  or supplyF that come about from dealings with
your suppliers. pupplier exampleEsF?
ENMF eow have relationships with suppliers developedI in sayI the last five years?   pupplier exampleEsF.
ENNF eow do you feel that relationships with suppliers will develop in the future?
EN2F that do you believe causes  relationships with suppliers to break down?
ENPF cor  what reasons would you choose not to embark on a relationship with a supplier?
EN4F eow   important  is  social   interaction   or ‘socialising’ between suppliers and retailers?
ENRF that do you understand to be meant by a ‘partnership’ or ‘relationship’ approach to
dealings with suppliers?
ENSF that is your organisation’s view on forming close ‘partnerships’ with suppliers?
ENTF eow do you feel about forming a ‘partnership’ with a supplier?
EN8F tho in your organisation is most involved in industry ‘partnerships?’
EN9F thy do you think that multiple  retailers want toLdon’t want to form ‘partnerships’?
E2MF Are there certain areas of your businessI or specific incidents where a ‘partnership’ approach has been applied
to good effectLor could apply well?
E2NF bxample of where it has not workedLwould not work? pupplier exampleEsF?
E22F ao you believe that the nature of fresh produce has a bearing on the formation and success of ‘partnerships’
with retailers?
E2PF eow important do you think that the type of supplier organisation is a factor in dealings   with   your
organisation?  pupplier exampleEsF?
E24F ff you have any formalised  documentation relating to your organisation’s dealings with
suppliersI what is contained in these?
E2RF that is your view of such documents?
E2SF eow  did any such formal  documentation come about?
E2TF Can you cite any improvementsI benefits or opportunities from your dealings with suppliers? pupplier
exampleEsF?
E28F fn what ways do you think that  suppliers benefit from your relationship with them?
E29F aescribe how the relationship between your organisation Eand fresh produce businessF has
developed with your  customersI over  sayI the last five years.
EPMF tith regard to fresh produceI what will be the determining influences upon future customer relationships?
EPNF aescribe your relationship with depot  and store operations staff.
EP2F aescribe your  relationships  with  outside influential  bodies  Ebusiness  analystsI trade associationsI pressI
research organisationsI competitors etcF.
EPPF aescribe  the influence of any referral business Ebusiness leading from or endorsed by joint development with
other organisationsI or through customer referralF.
